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Is the Excel template included in the Chemical
Solutions Qualification kits CFR Part 21.11 compliant –
FAQ
In the strictest sense, no Excel sheet could ever be fully 21.11 compliant.  CFR Part 21.11 compliance requires a
“closed system”, with full audit trails and QA supervision.  For instrument maintenance and PQ type activities, it is
quite possible that no commercially available software meets that standard.  The oversight role lies with your Quality
Assurance and your SOP’s and internal review systems.  Even when instrument manufacturers do full OQ on a new
instrument, their software is not likely 21.11 compliant in the sense that if it is not a part of your qualified QA system,
it is not compliant.  It can be shown their software to be reliable, in that they qualify and validate it to produce
accurate calculations and results – just as our Chemical Solutions PQ kits.  You receive a certificate, which your own
QA will deal with in terms of meeting your internal SOP’s.  

It can be shown that the Excel template (program) provided with the Chemical Solutions qualification products
calculates results accurately, and that it is controlled, to the extent that you couldn’t arbitrarily change it to falsify
results making is more acceptable to your QA team. The original data used in your qualification is generated by your
21.11 compliant HPLC software.  To be extend this compliance if you feed those peak areas into our program, the
results you get are accurate (precision, linearity, etc.), which is done when we qualified the software.  The software is
protected to the extent that one cannot erroneously type something into a cell and corrupt their calculations or data. 

We are confident that our spreadsheet is very strong in this way and a reliable validation report is available that
should satisfy most QC departments.

 

Click HERE for PQ Kits for Ordering Information.
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